October 1992 AM NOT a worrier by nature. In fact, at times I tend I to remain almost too calm in the face of the day to day problems of life. However, I am a notorious procrastinator. With Scarlett O'Hara (as in Gone With the Wind), I would rather put off worrying until tomorrow. My philosophy is that often by the time tomorrow comes, there is a new thing to worry about and the concern of yesterday has been resolved. Some worries, though, remain constant Worries about children, spouse, patients, the state of the economy, or the unrest in the world do not usually keep me awake at night. Worrying about this journal does. I will admit it: I do worry about the good and gentle readers of the Joumal of Pediatric Oncology Nursing, and the writers as well.
A colleague interprets an Editorial as a personal attack, no one else responds-and I worry. After a meeting with authors to refine their article, I find it in another journal-and I worry. The deadline approaches for another Editorial-and I worry. An author's survey indicates one very dissatisfied authorand I worry. The Board has another negative evaluation-and I worry. Reviewers are not on time, or a totally negative review needs to be communicated to an author--~nd I worry. An author has a wonderful idea and writes a totally confused paper that will take a lot of work to rewrite-and I worry.
I worry about Editorials. Writing them is a difficult labor for me-many people in Chicago, and now in Honolulu, can attest to that! They are supposed to be thought-provoking, perhaps controversial. They are supposed to elicit reactions, make you stop and think, make the reader say &dquo;Aha, that's just what I've been feeling,&dquo; or &dquo;Oh no, I disagree and see it another way.&dquo; I wait for reactions-but they seldom come. Over the past few years I have had one reader write that she looks forward to my editorials, one reader react violently to what she took as a personal attack, and a few readers say in person that they enjoyed a particular editorial.
What about the content of JOPON? I worry about that as well. A readers' survey and APON member surveys indicate that for many pediatric oncology nurses JOPON is their primary benefit of membership in the organization. In fact, for many it is their primary participation in the organization. Does it meet your needs? I worry about that. &dquo;No news is good news,&dquo; they say, and if that is the case then JOPON could perhaps rest on its laurels. Over the past year I have received perhaps two Letters to the Editor, one a letter of support from a valued colleague and one a letter disputing an article from a non-nurse. Does that mean you, the reader, are satisfied with the journal? Or do you feel that your voice does not count, or that you should not express criticism or suggestions? A &dquo;Letter to the Editor&dquo; is a short and easy way to get published; you can get your name in print, you can share your views with other readers, and you just might help us to improve the journal, although that does not have to be your intent If your idea or concept is more lengthy, consider writing a Guest Editorial. We are open to publishing what you have to say. For example, Janet Evans Emory's &dquo;Letter to a Pediatric Oncology Nurse&dquo; in the last issue of JOPON could well have been a Guest Editorial. It became a &dquo;Special Feature&dquo; only because it was a theme issue that already had a Guest Editor. Janet outlined her philosophy of nursing, and in the process shared with us, the readers, the personal basis for that philosophy.
Where do you want to see the Journal go in the next year, or 5 years, or 10 years? It is your journalyou are the readers and the writers. As Editor I can provide the guidance, with help from the Editorial Board, but you need to provide the direction. Future goals and objectives should come from you. If an Editorial or an article elicits a reaction in you, we would like to know about it. How can we help you to do a better job? What more can we do for you? If we are doing a good job, if we meet your needs, we need to know that too. 
